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Abstract 

Today location-sensitive service relies on user’s mobile device to determine its location and send 

the location to the application. A Privacy-Preserving Loc Ation proof Updating System (APPLAUS). 

Recent advances in sensing, computing, and networking have paved the way for the emerging 

paradigm of Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS). The openness of such systems and the richness of data 

MCS users are expected to contribute to them raise significant concerns for their security. We 

propose to leverage on these resources to solve this issue in a collaborative and private manner. The 

system consists of Server and client. Server contains sensitive files, clients always trying to download 

these files from server.  Prover application which will key monitor client location details and send 

these details in periodical intervals of time to the verifier service in server We formally assess the 

achieved security and privacy properties our system offers strong security and privacy-preservation 

guarantees facilitating the deployment of trustworthy MCS applications. APPLAUS can be 

implemented with the existing network infrastructure and the current mobile device is easily deployed 

in Bluetooth enabled mobile devices with little computation or power cost. Extensive experimental 

results show that our algorithms besides providing location proofs effectively and significantly 

preserve the source location privacy. 

Index Terms: Mobile Crowd Sensing, Security, Privacy, Incentive Mechanisms, location proof, 

location privacy, pseudonym. 

 

1. Introduction 

Mobile devices, such as smart phones and PDAs, are playing an increasingly important role in 

people’s lives. Location based services take advantage of user location information and provide 

mobile users with a unique style of resource and services [1]. Nowadays more and more location-

based applications and services require users to prove their locations at a time. We propose A Privacy-

Preserving LocAtion proof Updating System (APPLAUS), which does not rely on the wide 

deployment of network infrastructure or the expensive trusted computing module [2]. In APPLAUS, 

Bluetooth enabled mobile devices in range mutually generate location proofs, which are uploaded to a 

untrusted location proof server that can verify the trustworthy level of each location proof. An 

authorized verifier can query and retrieve location proofs from the server [3]. Mobile Crowdsensing 

[4] (MCS) has emerged as a novel paradigm for data collection and collective knowledge formation 

practically about anything, from anywhere and at any time.  

 

Figure 1. Location Proof Updating and Message Flow 
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This new trend leverages the proliferation of modern sensing capable devices in order to offer a 

better understanding of people’s activities and surroundings. Emerging applications range from 

environmental monitoring [5] to intelligent transportation [6] and assistive healthcare [7]. MCS users 

are expected to contribute sensed data tagged with spatio-temporal information which, if misused 

could reveal sensitive user-specific information such as their whereabouts and their health condition 

[8]. Even worse, data contributions are strongly correlated with the current user context  there is a 

significant risk of indirectly inferring daily routines or habits of users participating in MCS 

applications. 

 

2. Related Work 

Recently several systems have been proposed to give end users the ability to prove that they were 

in a place at a time [9]. Relies on the fact that nothing is faster than the speed of light in order to 

compute an upper bound of a user distance [10].  Proposes challenge-response schemes, which use 

multiple receivers to accurately estimate a wireless node location using RF propagation characteristics 

the authors propose a privacy-preserving data reporting mechanism for MCS applications. The 

intuition behind this work is that user privacy is protected by breaking the link between the data and 

the participants. Nonetheless, opposite to our work, the proposed scheme solely focuses on privacy 

and, thus, does not consider incentive mechanisms and accountability for misbehaving users [11]. 

Addressing aspects beyond the scope of this work the authors propose a reputation-based mechanism 

for assessing the data-trustworthiness of user contributed data leverages machine learning techniques 

to detect and sift faulty data originating from adversarial users seeking to pollute the data collection 

process [12]. Recently, Wang and co-authors propose STAMP [13].  In the same spirit as PROPS, a 

proverb convinces a verifier of his location by showing several LPSs. STAMP ensures the 

authenticity of LPS  the no transferability and the anonymity of prover and witnesses generating the 

proof. Users have also the possibility to choose the granularity to reveal to a verifier in contrast to 

PROPS, the LPSs are encrypted under the CA public key, thus the prover cannot check himself the 

validity of location information endorsed by the witness [14]. Geo-location data is gathered in several 

ways, including built-in Global Positioning System devices, IP address, or Wi-Fi network mapping. 

Location proof plays a vital role in location sensitive applications. Location sensitive applications 

such as Location based access [15]. 

 

3. System Model 

Organizations or individuals initiating data collection campaigns by recruiting users and 

distributing sensing tasks to them  The TI initiates sensing tasks and campaigns. Each task is 

essentially a specification of the sensor’s users must employ, the area of interest, and the lifetime of 

the task. Operators of sensing capable mobile devices and navigation modules Devices possess 

transceivers allowing them to communicate over wireless local area [16]. System entities responsible 

for supporting the lifecycle of sensing tasks: they register and authenticate users, collect and aggregate 

user-contributed reports and, finally, disseminate the results to all interested stakeholders. MCS can 

be abused both by external and internal adversaries. The former are entities without any established 

association with the system their disruptive capabilities are limited. They might also manipulate the 

data collection process by contributing unauthorized samples or replaying the ones of benign users 

[17]. The MCS application such adversaries, can submit faulty yet authenticated, reports during the 

data collection process. Their aim is to distort the system’s perception of the sensed phenomenon, and 

thus, degrade the usefulness of the sensing task [18]. 
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Figure 2. System Overview 

 

4. Proposed System  

Aim of proposed system is to design architecture of system, such that it needs to provide secure 

and efficient access to system without compromising the security, privacy of user and preventing un- 

authorized to access the system to perform this functions [19], Location information is identified by 

using geographical representations through latitude and longitude points. We implement an Advanced 

System for Location Tracking and Updating in which co-located Wi-Fi enabled mobile devices 

mutually generate location proofs and update to a location proof server. By this it is easy to find the 

exact location of the client using a web portal, accessed by a Server by simply login into the system 

[20]. The users must register with the CA (certificate authority). CA will generate credentials in the 

form of pseudonyms. These credentials send to the user mail ID by CA. Using these credentials user 

can able to login to the system and they can access the system, if user prove that they are at claimed 

location and they are trusted [21]. 

 

Figure 3. Proposed system Architecture 

4.1. Source Location Privacy 

 Now we look at how an adversary may reveal location information by analyzing the location proof 

history. Suppose the attacker has sufficient resources  the attacker may simply monitor and examine 

the content of a record that may contain the user’s identity and location even if the user’s ID is 

encrypted or pseudonym zed, it is easy for the adversary to trace back all the location activities related 

to the same ID once its pseudonym is discovered. According to [22], a mechanism to achieve 

anonymity appropriately combined with dummy traffic yields unobservability which is the state that 

Items of Interests (IOIs) are indistinguishable from any IOI of the same type. All the subjects and 

events under consideration constitute an unobservability set. 

Algorithm 

Input: time t of incoming location proof exchange request; 

1: calculate location privacy loss ∆ when assuming the incoming request is accepted.  

2: if ∆ > ϵ, ϵ is pre-defined location privacy loss threshold then.  
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3: deny location proof exchange request 

4: else 

5: accept location proof exchange request 

6: end if 

4.2. Hash Chains  

As mentioned previously, the user of a location proof system should have the possibility to reveal 

different granularities of the positions contained in the LPSs he collected, and coauthors propose to 

solve this problem by the use of multiple encryption. More precisely when creating an LPS, each 

witness generates five different granularities of the location of the prover [23]. The granularities are 

then encrypted with different keys using a symmetric encryption algorithm such as AES. The 

encrypted values are then endorsed by the witness and put in the LPS. When a prover reveals his 

location up to a granularity to a verifier, he simply sends the decryption key corresponding to the 

granularity he wishes to disclose [24]. 

Algorithm: Verification of Location Proof  

Decrypt the content sent by the user /witness using server’s private key, now Verifier has following 

data and it verifies. 

Twitt=Time of witness, L=Location, Pwitt= Pseudonym of witness, Switt= Signature of witness, 

H(M)=Hash function of M.  

Create a M using following formula and using HASH function create H(M)| 

M=Pprov || Rprov || Twitt || L   

1. H(M) and H(M)’ are equal proceed else message is hacked in middle. 

2. Verify Twitt from Witness message with Time validity when the Location Proof was 

conducted from sever table. If fails return Time Expired message.  

3. Verify Pwitt from Witness message with DB. If fails return Pseudonym fails message. 

4. Verify with Pprov get from encrypted message with Pprov given by Prover. If fails return 

Pprov fails. 

5. Verify with Rprov get from encrypted message with Rprov given by Prover. If fails return 

Rprov fails. 

6. Verify with Location (L) get from encrypted message with Location (L) given by Prover. If 

fails return Location fails. 

 If all these six conditions are passed, make the status of Witness in Server table as trusted else make 

it as un-trusted and mention the condition. 

 

5. Performance Evaluation 

 In this section, we consider deployment feasibility for APPLAUS, including the computation and 

storage constraint, power consumption, as well as the proof exchange latency. We also use 

simulations to compare the performance of APPLAUS with a baseline scheme, and evaluate the 

privacy level against powerful statistical analysis attacks. We also measure the performance with two 

metrics: proof exchange time latency and power consumption. 
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Figure 4. Performance of power consumption 

During our evaluation, we use three metrics: message overhead ratio, proof delivery ratio, and 

average delay. The message overhead ratio is defined as the ratio of dummy traffic and real proof 

traffic. The proof delivery ratio is the percentage of location proof message that is successfully 

uploaded to the location proof server. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper proposed a privacy-preserving location proof updating system, called APPLAUS, in 

which co-located Bluetooth enabled mobile devices mutually generate location proofs, and upload to 

the location proof server. We use statistically changed pseudonyms for each device to protect source 

location privacy from each other, and from the untrusted location proof server. we presented a novel 

secure and accountable MCS architecture that can safeguard user privacy while supporting user 

incentive mechanisms. Our architecture achieves security, privacy and resilience in the presence of 

strong adversaries.  

For more security reasons not only IP address, MAC address is also included in this system for 

verification. This will be help full in secure location-based file accessing system. Finally, another 

research avenue is the design of a secure multiparty computation version of the protocol involving a 

joint interaction with the prover and multiple witnesses rather than relying on pairwise interactions 

between the prover and each witness 
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